NUCLEON 16
PRESS RELEASE

Blind date with an old friend
The Nucleon 16 is a high-pivot 29er enduro bike with a mullet option in the 160 to 180 mm travel
category that uses a new type of shifting technology: the Supre Drivetrain from Cedric Eveleigh‘s
Canada-based development company LAL BIKES. Earlier Nucleon models from NICOLAI, such as
the Nucleon DH or the Nucleon Evo, also utilized alternative shifting concepts and combined them
with a high-pivot suspension design. These bikes used a modified 14-speed ROHLOFF gearbox
with the axle positioned at the level of the swingarm pivot point well above the bottom bracket. A
primary drive to the gearbox and a secondary drive from the gearbox to the rear wheel were required.
Suspension and shifting performance, robustness and durability of the early Nucleon bikes were
excellent. However, the gearbox, including the housing and design-related additional components,
caused a weight disadvantage. And even the precise, high-quality ROHLOFF transmissions never
quite matched the efficiency of a derailleur system when shifted under load.
With the Supre Drive, NICOLAI can now for the first time optimally use the performance advantages
of a high-pivot suspension in a long-travel enduro bike, with 1x12 setup and 510% total gear ratio.
To better understand what is so ingenious about this, it is first necessary to take a look at the two
key technologies in detail as well as their specific details and features.
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High Pivot pro and contra
High pivot rear ends, where the swingarm pivot point is located well above the front chainring,
have a decisive advantage over suspension systems with a low swingarm pivot point, usually at
the level of the top edge of the chainring. When it comes to downhill and high speed, rough rides
over obstacle-laden trails, high pivot bikes are significantly and measurably faster than low pivot
bikes. Period! This is due to the fact that the rear wheel, when hitting an obstacle, does not only
bounce upwards as usual but also moves backwards at the same time according to a specific axle
path. It thus follows the impact angle of a rock or a thick root much better. The rear wheel strikes
less heavily against obstacle. It does not hook up. So a high-pivot bike is less likely to be slowed
down by rough bumps.
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A rearward axle path brings with it a significant problem that needs to be solved: the virtual chainstay
length, i.e. the distance between the bottom bracket and the rear axle, increases significantly during
the compression. This leads to a change in chain length in the loaded, upper chain, and thus to
strong pedal kickback. To counteract this, the upper chain is guided to the rear wheel via an idler
pulley near the swingarm pivot point. Pedal kickback is minimized.

Supre, word in Esperanto meaning above
However, with normal derailleur gears, a rearward axle path also leads to significant growth in the
lower, unloaded return strand of the chain. This in turn causes the chain tensioner to rotate with
each suspension movement. Increased chain slap, a loss of shifting performance and accelerated
wear are the result. With the Supre Drive, the lower chain strand is aligned with the swingarm pivot
point, which means that there is virtually no change in length during compression and the problem
is therefore solved.
The chain tensioner of the 1 by 12 Supre Drive with 510% spread is not part of the rear derailleur.
Instead it tensions the returning chain by rotating on a ball bearing around the bottom bracket
shell. It is clamped in place by the drive-side bottom bracket shell. For easy rear wheel removal, the
tensioner can be swung down and fixed to a bracket at the inside of the bashguard.

Another important technical feature of the Supre Drive is that the chain tensioner is tensioned and
damped by a custom oil shock with a long coil spring located in the downtube of the Nucleon 16.
The oil damping is speed-dependent. It prevents the chain from slapping on rough rides extremely
effectively without increasing the shifting forces and thereby is superior to the friction clutch of
regular derailleurs. The chain tensioner is designed and configured in a way that the chain tension
remains nearly constant over the entire range of gears. This is also a significant improvement over
the springs on regular rear derailleurs, which cause large variations in chain tension over the spread
of the cassette. The returning, lower chain strand also covers a much shorter distance without
guidance with the Supre Drive than with a regular derailleur. This further reduces chain slap and
sag.
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The second key feature of the Supre Drive is the rear derailleur itself. By decoupling the chain
tensioner from the rear derailleur and using only one pulley, it has a significantly smaller size
than regular rear derailleurs. It’s protected from crash damage and impacts and lacks exposed
components. Ground clearance at the rear is thus significantly increased. Gearshift failures due

to bending or breaking of the derailleur hanger or the rear derailleur itself are thereby minimized.
Thus, in terms of robustness and ruggedness, the Supre Drive offers the benefits of a gearbox
without its weight disadvantage. The absence of the chain tensioner on the rear derailleur also
reduces unsprung weight at the rear, which improves the suspension responsiveness. The Supre
rear derailleur uses its own proprietary mounting standard and is bolted to the dropout via two
mounting points. Compatibility or interchangeability with regular rear derailleurs does not exist. In
all other respects, the system uses only standard components: A 92mm T47 bottom bracket and a
regular Superboost 157 by 12 rear hub. The other shifting components are a SHIMANO 12-speed
trigger shifter with 10 to 51T HG cassette and a Shimano HG chain. Shifting precision, speed, and
comfort are thus at a high SHIMANO level.
On bicycle drivetrains, every sprocket and every
pulley over which a chain runs reduces the overall
efficiency of the drivetrain to a small extent due
to friction. The smaller the sprocket or pulley, the
more it adds friction. The Supre Drive therefore
uses particularly large pulleys on both the chain
tensioner and the rear derailleur to minimize the
loss. Also the idler with 22 teeth is significantly
larger than other high-pivot systems. The loss of
efficiency compared to a low-pivot design with
regular derailleur without idler is therefore so
small that it is not subjectively noticeable when
riding.
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Strange Things: Squat, Anti-Squat, Rise, Anti-Rise
The Supre Drive is not only an impressive shifting system, it also frees bike manufacturers from
some limitations in suspension design imposed by conventional derailleurs. At this point, we should
therefore take a look at which properties are actually desirable in the development of suspension
systems, which parameters there are and, above all, what the suspension of the new Nucleon 16
is capable of.
100% anti-squat as a set value
means that with an average rider and
central load distribution, the chain
drag generated during acceleration
is strong enough to counteract the
bobbing motion generated during
pedaling. If the Anti-Squat value is
above 100%, a spring-out movement
of the rear end is indicated during
pedaling. If the value is below that, it
indicates a spring-in movement, called
squat. Depending on which sprocket
of the cassette the chain runs, the
chain tension vector changes when
pedaling and thus also the anti-squat
value.
With the Nucleon 16 NICOLAI has realized a characteristic with a maximum of 155% anti-squat in
the largest and 105% in the smallest gear, at a sag of 40mm. Compared to other high-performance
enduro bikes, this means a particularly narrow spread of the anti-squat effect across the entire
range of gears. Where in the comparison field of competitive enduro bikes the anti-squat value in
smaller gears already goes into negative when compressing, a noticeable anti-squat effect is still
present in the Nucleon 16. A higher Anti-Squat value in medium to long gears is advantageous,
since riding at high speeds is usually done standing up, with a rider applying significantly stronger
load changes when pedaling. In small gears, on
the other hand, the rider is usually seated and
the load changes are correspondingly lower, but
pedaling is most frequent in this gear ratio range.
A lower but still effective anti-squat effect, as
achieved by the kinematics of the Nucleon 16, is
therefore optimal here.
Apart from the anti-squat characteristic,
NICOLAI has also optimized the kinematics of the
Nucleon 16 in terms of anti-rise behavior. Antirise describes whether the rear brake causes
a spring-in or spring-out movement at the rear
when the rider‘s load is distributed evenly on the
bike. NICOLAI has realized an anti-rise value of
90% in the sag position, which means that the
rear end behaves perfectly neutral when braking.
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Kinematics: progression, linearity, stroke and travel.
The NICOLAI Nucleon 16 is a single-pivot bike. The low and centrally located EXT Storia coil spring
shock is actuated by a rocker, which is connected to the swingarm by a pair of tie rods. NICOLAI
offers for the bike two optional shocks of the same length but with different stroke: A 230 mm long
damper with either 60 or 65 mm stroke can be used, resulting in 165 or 178 mm of rear wheel travel.
The kinematics of the Nucleon 16 is optimized for the characteristics of a coil spring. However,
large-volume air shocks also work very well. Depending on the choice of shock, corresponding
enduro forks with 160 to 180 mm travel can be used at the front.
As already explained, the High-Pivot design provides the best conditions for a fast, downhill
specific, rock- and root-leveling suspension. However, high-pivot is only one element of the rear end
kinematics. Equally important is the geometry of the shock linkage, the variable progression, the
travel-stroke ratio and the resulting suspension
characteristic. At the beginning of travel, the
Nucleon‘s shock is subject to a high leverage
ratio of 1:3.35, which ensures a very sensitive
response and effective use of negative travel. At
the end of the sag, the spring then builds up a bit
more pressure at a leverage ratio of 1:3 to provide
a good platform for pedaling. Over the middle
of the stroke, the progression remains roughly
constant over a wider range, providing plenty
of usable and well-defined travel. Towards the
end, the leverage ratio then drops to 1:2.3 - for a
progressive reserve and bottom-out protection.
The range of deployment is set between enduro
racing, freeride and bike park. In addition, the
bike also provides a very good all-round potential
for trails and tours.

Lost in Tradition?
Anyone who has followed the NICOLAI brand over the past 25 years has probably come to a certain
conclusion over time: You can recognize a Nicolai at first glance. Machine aesthetics. Form follows
function. Brutal design. - So shaped one probably rubs one‘s eyes at first sight of the new Nucleon
16: Extruded tube cross-sections, a head tube gusset with ports for internally routed cables, an
integrated bash guard and a stylish seat tube brace with an integrated clamp. Design also seems
to have played a role alongside engineering in the voluminous rear end with its wide phases and
dynamic lines. Kalle Nicolai provides the following explanation: „“Life is change. Regardless of our
traditions, with the Nucleon 16 we have constructed a completely new bike for a wide audience.““
The Nucleon 16 is designed as a 29er, but can also be ridden as a mullet with a 29er wheel in
front and a 27.5er in the rear. The geometry is based on the Geolution Trail concept developed
by NICOLAI: a relatively long reach, 490 mm in size M, combined with a 78.3 ° steep seat angle
provides a sporty, central riding position and an optimal load distribution between front and rear
wheel. The chainstay length grows with the different frame sizes and thus ensures a good balance.
The head angle of 64 ° is slightly more moderate than on the extremely flat race enduros of the
NICOLAI G series. This allows for more agile handling without significantly compromising running
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stability and high-speed behavior. The Nucleon wants to be fun, fast and agile. Whips and scrubs
are part of that. The extremely low top tube provides plenty of clearance with a standover height
of 668 mm and encourages an all-action riding style. Whether enduro, all-rounder or freerider
depends finally on the riders. With the Nucleon 16 in any case all gravity and speed fans will have
a exceptionally potent base.

Modify, personalize, individualize
The Nucleon 16 is available in a wide variety of color, decals and finish options. And a large „Extra
Love“ palette of anodized colors allows even to customize mounted milled parts of the frame, such
as rocker link, shock mount or bearing caps, to be color-matched with the anodized finish of a
HOPE brake, for example.
The Nucleon 16 is available in five frame sizes from S to XXL, covering a wide range in linear, small
increments. Riders between 1.64 m and 2.10 m will find a perfectly fitting frame. The extensive Tech
Sheet tables in the appendix provide plenty of detailed information on this.
As usual with NICOLAI, the Nucleon 16 is available as a frameset with shock and in this case with
the complete Supre Drive or as a complete bike. Using the online configurator on the NICOLAI
homepage, customers can customize their desired bike or frame and choose from a wide range of
options and equipment. For this purpose, NICOLAI offers exclusively high-quality components from
the brands EXT, FOX, INTEND, HOPE, MAGURA, TUNE, CONTINENTAL, SCHWALBE, SHIMANO
and LEVELNINE that have been tested for the particular model. On the way to your personal custom
bike, the NICOLAI Sales Team is available to all interested riders. - With an open mind and in-depth
advice.
The Nucleon 16 frameset without Supre Drive and without EXT Storia damper is available from a
price of 3099 €. The Nucleon 16 frameset without Supre Drive and without EXT Storia damper is
available from a price of 3099 €. Complete bikes equipped with high quality components start at
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7499 €. The weights for complete bikes depend on the specific configuration. The photo bike from
this PM in full enduro hardcore tune in size M weighs 16.6 kg (without pedals). Because this is a
pre-series production, in which many printed prototyping parts are still built-in, the final weight of
the production version will be lower.

Geolution Trail

Modern geometry optimized for single trails with a high
enduro potential
The roots of the Geolution concept lie in enduro racing,
and even if the general trend in frame geometries is
slowly converging towards this concept, Geolution can
still be seen as a radical design in which the idea of
performance is the top priority. But not all bikers also put
the emphasis here or strive for top rankings in enduro
contests. They are more interested in a universally
usable bike that can climb well, master any trail and
has a strong downhill potential. The Geolution Trail
Geometry appeals to exactly this clientele by taking the
basic characteristics of the Geolution concept, such as
the flat steering angle and long reach, and transferring
them to a more moderate, less race-oriented geometry.
The seating position is more upright, the bike is more agile and responsive. But the Geolution DNA
remains.

Topology optimization

Computer-aided design to optimize durability, function and weight
In the design of turned and milled parts, NICOLAI uses FEM software (Finite Element Method) to
simulate the loads that will occur in later use in order to determine the optimum shape (topology) of
these components. Critical areas of the design become visible in this way and can be strengthened
by adding material, while material can be saved at less stressed points. In this way, highly complex
parts and assemblies can be manufactured that combine maximum durability with minimum weight.

HMT

Hollow Milled Technology, load and weight optimized hollow milled volume components
Hollow Milled Technology is a design and manufacturing process that maximizes material and
weight savings without weakening the structure when building highly stressed volume components
such as the bottom bracket base of the new Nucleon. For this purpose, the stress zones in the
material are determined by computer simulation during the design phase. Highly stressed areas can
thus be strengthened, while material can be saved in areas subject to low stress. This method is
called topology optimization. The use of state-of-the-art 5-axis milling machines allows NICOLAI to
manufacture highly complex, hollow-milled frame components from a single piece and to transfer
the optimized design with the highest attention to detail.
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Insert Bearings

Four-fold sealed full-ball groove and angular contact ball bearings
The rear end of a full-suspension bike is subjected to high dynamic loads during riding. The focus
here is on the bearing points where the forces are transmitted between the components. The
full-ball, double-sealed bearings installed on NICOLAI frames not only have top marks for power
transmission, but also a particularly low breakaway torque, which ensures sensitive, smooth
suspension response. At the same time, they offer the best possible sealing against dirt and
moisture for a long service life and long maintenance intervals.
Full-ball bearings are filled to their full circumference with balls. The increased contact area within
the bearing allows a higher load capacity with lower weight and smaller size. NICOLAI uses angular
contact ball bearings at the main swing arm bearing, which are particularly well suited to absorbing
the high axial loads that occur there. Radial bearings are installed accordingly at the pivot points of
the compression struts and bell cranks. In addition to the integrated seals, the bearings are sealed
on both sides with O-rings.

Shocks: EXT and FOX

High-end suspension technology and custom setup
In order to achieve the maximum potential of a suspension system, the choice of the right suspension
elements is of decisive importance - after the frame design. NICOLAI therefore exclusively installs
shocks and forks from the US market leader FOX and the exclusive Italian racing forge EXT. FOX
has been a high-end MTB supplier from the very beginning. As a technology leader FOX sets with
its products again and again the benchmark against which the other brands must be measured.
EXT has been developing suspensions for the highest motorsport classes since 1986. After successful
collaborations with LOTUS in Formula 1 and Sebastien Loeb‘s CITROEN WRC team, EXT dampers
are currently ensuring the success of the HYUNDAI team in the World Rally Championship. Since
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2014, EXT has also been building MTB suspensions at the same high level. EXT dampers impress
with features such as a particularly sensitive response, temperature stability and a progressive,
hydraulic bottom-out protection, which can work independently of the compression damping.
For the shock absorbers NICOLAI does not use series models of the respective manufacturers, but
only factory-modified custom shocks, of which the shim stacks (elements in the damper, which
regulate the oil flow and resistance) are individually adapted to the requirements profile and the
suspension characteristics of the respective NICOLAI model.

5 frame sizes

Adaptive geometry and load-dependent modification
Most NICOLAI models are offered in 5 frame sizes, some come even in 6. This allows riders with body
sizes between 1.55 and 2.10 meters to be optimally served, a range that few other brands provide.
An allocation chart of body and frame sizes can be found in the tech sheets for each model. Building
a perfectly fitting frame means much more
than just scaling its basic shape. NICOLAI
takes various factors into account here with
regard to body proportions and weights.
For example adapted tube cross-sections,
modified riding angles and particularly low
entry and projection heights for S sizes or
frame reinforcements that take into account
the high weight and greater body strength
of XXL frame riders. Saddle position, stem
height, length and angle, and handlebar
width and height serve to fine-tune the
geometry - albeit within a relatively limited
range.
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7020 Aluminum

Sustainable and enduring
NICOLAI manufactures all frames from 7020-T6 aircraft grade aluminum. The manufacturer is
convinced that this alloy is the superior material in
the construction of mountain bikes. Compared to the
6061-T6 (AlMg1SiCu) alloy commonly used in bicycle
construction, 7020-T6 (AlZn4.5Mg1) has about 30%
higher tensile strength and about 20% higher elastic
limit. The widespread use of 6061-T6 aluminum in
frame construction is due in part to the fact that it can
be processed at lower tooling costs and frames can
be straightened after welding with less technical effort.
NICOLAI frames are engineered and designed so that
when overloaded, deformation occurs in a defined area
of the frame rather than breakage, significantly reducing
the risk of serious accidents and injuries. A NICOLAI
aluminum frame is designed to withstand many years
even under tough competition conditions.
Sustainability is also a major concern for NICOLAI. The
manufacturer‘s goal is a complete circular economy.
All milling and cutting residues in NICOLAI aluminum
production as well as discarded frames are 100% recycled to the starting material, from which new,
high-quality bikes can then be manufactured again.

NICOLAI Welding Technology

Craftsmanship and engineering in perfection
NICOLAI welds their frames by hand using the TIG process. The welders are specially trained for
this and have many years of experience. For each model and frame size, a precise welding fixture
is built, called a frame jig. In it, the CNC-cut tube sets are precisely assembled and fixated with all
turned and milled parts of a frame that are to be welded. The frame components are first tacked
with single spot welds at precisely specified points in a defined sequence and then, to minimize
distortion and stresses, welded in several passes. The characteristic, evenly flat-shingled NICOLAI
welds are created by a very slow welding speed. This causes deep fusion of the material and largearea distribution of the loads and forces occurring in
the frame.

Extra Love

Powder coating and anodizing colors, decals, customizing, individualization
Thanks to a wide range of colors, every NICOLAI
frame can be customized as desired. In the factory‘s
own powder coating facility, NICOLAI processes more
than 50 colors, each of which can be applied in a highgloss or satin finish. A separate color is possible for
each welded frame component. Frames and frame
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components can also be anodized as an option, with a choice of black, bronze or titanium. An
extended range of anodized colors is available for turned or milled applications such as bell cranks,
bearing caps or cable clips, allowing color matching with common components, for example.
NICOLAI also offers an uncoated aluminum finish as „factory raw“. If you then add the range of
decor colors, the number of design options is almost limitless and a unique, personalized custom
bike is guaranteed.

Bottle Cage

Mounting option for water bottles and accessorie
Even though many riders use hydration backpacks or hip packs, very few want to go without the
option of a bottle cage in the front triangle of the frame. For a clean look here ensure the magnetic
FIDLOCK holder, which NICOLAI offers together with a 0.6 L Twist bottle. The FIDLOCK holder
allows intuitive release and engagement of the water bottle in both directions even while riding and
keeps it securely in the frame even on the wildest rides. For further mounting options, for example
to attach toolboxes, the plastic frame clamps from the NICOLAI accessories range are ideal. Where
exactly the bottle cage mounting is located in the frame depends on the model and frame size,
since the manufacturer wants to ensure comfortable handling and function in any case. For the
bottle cage threads in the frame NICOLAI uses aluminum rivet nuts. If, contrary to expectations, a
thread should ever tear out or overtighten, it can be replaced with little effort.

Warranty and spare parts supply
NICOLAI grants a 5-year warranty on all frame models against
breakage and material failure, even in racing use or when
jumping. The premise is that the respective models are used
within the scope of their designated purpose and are equipped
only with the components for which there is an approval. In
addition, the manufacturer guarantees a spare parts supply
for all models for a period of at least 10 years. Since NICOLAI
manufactures all components of its frames itself and on its
own machines, in individual cases a subsequent production
of spare parts is even possible beyond the period of 10 years.

Trade and distribution
NICOLAI frame kits and complete bikes
are offered in Germany through direct sales
and can either be ordered as regular model
variants or individually assembled with a wide
range of equipment options via an online
configurator. Personal talks and direct contact
with customers are the manufacturer‘s top
priority. Outside Germany, selected distribution
partners are available.
NICOLAI regularly
visits bike parks and trail centers with a test
bike selection, where interested parties can
extensively test the bikes after prior registration
and are then given individual support. At the
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NICOLAI factory, the manufacturer has set up a showroom where all current models are on display.
Here likewise dates for personal consultation or test rides can be arranged. Stock bikes can be
bought directly, or pre-ordered bikes can be picked up.
NICOLAI has developed an exclusive reusable bike box for mail-order delivery. In it, the new
NICOLAI bike arrives protected in a wooden framework at the destination address. Guaranteed
to be safe, and ready for use in just a few simple steps. The same box is reused when the bike is
returned to the manufacturer for repair or service. All securing components of the bike box, such
as padding, lashing straps, brackets and screw fixings, can also be reused.

Homepage

https://www.nicolai-bicycles.com/nucleon-16/

Tech-Sheet

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vRlqUPxpPk01L874D6aiK6DDPyIo43G3dl3T
1wZPHJ-UCHN3WTCw2o0AJF1Plq6cxr4OFKvqIkCRTMO/pubhtml#
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